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abstract
The Coronavirus pandemic has made people more aware and more vigilant about 
minimizing the transmission of bacteria. After a discussion about viruses, several students 
in our class wondered if we are spreading bacteria unknowingly when we purchase things 
at the store. Ultimately, this led us to ask ourselves, is it possible that credit cards are safer 
than cash? To answer this question, we collected 20 samples of credit cards and U.S. 
dollar bills, swabbed them for bacteria, and grew those twenty samples in petri dishes to 
see what we could discover.  After many days of observation, we counted up the colonies 
that had resulted for each type of payment.  On average, paper U.S. currency had 5.2 
colonies of bacteria per sample, while credit cards had an average of 8 colonies of bacteria 
per sample.  This means that credit cards have approximately 54% more bacteria, on 
average, than paper currency.  This information is incredibly persuasive when it comes to 
staying healthy.  While all of society can benefit from knowing which options put them at 
the least risk of bacterial transmission, immunocompromised and elderly people may find 
this information absolutely crucial to staying alive. 
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QUESTION
Cash or Credit: Does one form of payment carry more 
bacteria (on average) than the other?
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5RESEARCH PAPER
Bacteria on Paper Currency and Credit Cards

In the midst of a pandemic, there is no bigger concern than the transmission of germs and viruses between 
people. We wondered if the simple act of paying for goods and services causes an exchange of bacteria that, if 
known, could be reduced or prevented. Do both cash and credit cards transmit bacteria?

Money can be filthy. Anything from benign bacteria to dangerous superbugs could be hanging out on your 
currency.  According to Charles Bailey, MD, medical director for infection prevention at Providence St. Joseph 
Health, “money serves as a fomite, an inanimate vehicle by which pathogens can be spread” (Larson).  In fact, 
one study found that viruses were able to survive on currency for eight days at room temperature (Angelaki).  

While you might consider an alternative form of payment like credit cards to reduce your interaction with bacteria, 
you cannot avoid it all together. According to researchers at Columbia University Medical Center, if a coughing 
consumer hands their credit card to someone across the counter, the potential for transmission is very real 
(Brown).  Some experts are willing to argue that credits cards are better transporters of respiratory illness than 
cash, because viruses tend to survive longer on hard than porous surfaces (Brown).
 
The opinions vary when it comes to determining which form of payment is more likely to get you sick. However, it 
is clear that both cash and credit have the potential to share dangerous bacteria. Let’s learn more and stay safe.
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RAW RESEARCH
Source #1 - Insider Website:

• Money can carry viruses, protozoa, and bacteria.
• Both bills and coins can hang onto germs, giving them a chance to 

spread via the hand of anyone who handles them.
• Money serves as a fomite, an inanimate vehicle by which 

pathogens can be spread.
• Some viruses can live for up to 72 hours on money surfaces.
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RAW RESEARCH
Source #2 - Medscape:

• Bacteria was able to survive for 8 days at room temperature on 
paper currency.

• lower-denomination notes receive the most handling because they 
are exchanged more often, so they also tend to have the most 
bacteria.

• Copper in coins tends to limit the amount of bacteria that grows on 
its surface.

• The potential to transmit viruses via money is possible according to 
lab studies.
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RAW RESEARCH
Source #3 - USA TODAY Online:

• According to a researcher at Columbia University Medical Center, 
“If someone is coughing, and then they hand their credit card to 
someone across the counter, I wouldn’t rule out the potential of 
transmission.”

• Numerous studies have shown that credit cards are packed with 
illness-causing bacteria.

• Viruses tend to survive longer on hard surfaces like credit cards 
than they do on porous surfaces.



HYPOTHESIS
If we test paper currency for bacteria and credit cards for 
bacteria, then we think that the credit cards will prove to 
carry more bacteria.
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MATERIALS
● 20 pre-poured luria broth (LB) agar plate/petri dish
● 20 sealed sterile cotton swabs
● 10 used credit cards
● 10 circulated U.S. dollar bills ($10 denomination or less) 
● Heat lamp w/ 60 watt ceramic heating transmitter bulb
● Sharpie permanent marker
● Transparent Tape



12PROCEDURES
1. Wash and sanitize your hands.
2. Swab the front/back of one credit card with a sterile 

swab.
3. Rub the same swab back and forth on the agar of one 

petri dish to transfer bacteria sample.
4. Throw away the dirty swab and seal the petri dish with a 

taped lid.
5. Mark the petri dish lid with “credit” to keep track of 

samples.
6. Wash and sanitize hands again.
7. Repeat this process for 9 more randomly collected credit 

cards and 10 randomly collected U.S. cash samples.



13PROCEDURES (continued)
8. Place petri dishes in a dark area with the heat lamp 

about 18 inches above (about 80 degree average temp 
w/ lamp)

9. Allow bacteria samples to grow undisturbed for six days
10. Count and compare the amount of bacteria colonies in 

each of the petri dishes.
 



14DATA 
Payment Type # Bacteria Colonies Payment Type # Bacteria Colonies

CASH 1 4 COLONIES CREDIT A 6 COLONIES

CASH 2 6 COLONIES CREDIT B 3 COLONIES

CASH 3 3 COLONIES CREDIT C 31 COLONIES

CASH 4 12 COLONIES CREDIT D 4 COLONIES

CASH 5 4 COLONIES CREDIT E 11 COLONIES

CASH 6 3 COLONIES CREDIT F 2 COLONIES

CASH 7 6 COLONIES CREDIT G 4 COLONIES

CASH 8 3 COLONIES CREDIT H 5 COLONIES

CASH 9 2 COLONIES CREDIT I 13 COLONIES

CASH 10 9 COLONIES CREDIT J 1 COLONY
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17DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS



18CONCLUSION
Our experiment results indicate that credit cards carry more bacteria 
than dollar bills, on average. The average amount of bacteria colonies 
per credit card was 8, while the average bacteria colonies per U.S. 
dollar bill was 5.2. Therefore, the credit cards we tested contained 
54% more bacteria than the U.S. currency. These results support the 
hypothesis that credit cards would contain more bacteria than cash. 
While evaluating our experimental procedures, we acknowledge that 
we did not ensure that the age of our dollar bills matched the age of 
our credit cards exactly. While we selected a range of samples to 
minimize this discrepancy, we realize this may have impacted our 
results more than we considered initially. If we were to continue 
investigating this topic, we think an interesting extension would be to 
compare the bacteria on US bills to the bacteria on foreign bills to 
determine if bacterial accumulation varies by country.  
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